Uncover False Information
in 5 Minutes
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The most affordable web- and mobile-based lie detection technology for
quickly and accurately identifying previous ethical and/or criminal activities.
Know the truth, almost instantly.

A New Lie Detector for Protecting Your Organization from Falsehoods
How do you know if someone is who they say they are in an online
application? Does your job applicant have a history of stealing from
previous employers? What about inappropriate drug use?

technology that accurately detects deception within 5 minutes by
analyzing variations in motor nervous system responses.

Do you have other circumstances where it would be valuable to
verify the truth? For example: Is that insurance claim fraudulent?
Is that loan application missing pertinent information about the
applicant’s real financial past or situation? Is that online service provider
misrepresenting key information in their profile?
TruthDetect is the world’s first nonintrusive, online lie detection

TruthDetect can be embedded within your existing verification
solution using our Software Development Kit, enabling you to use
it as another data point in evaluating the veracity of employees*,
potential customers or immigrants.
Protect your organization with the latest, proven credibility assessment
tool for exposing identity and document fraud, as well as other
unethical and unlawful activity. No guessing, just reality.

Highly Accurate

Fast

Affordable

TruthDetect is more than 90% accurate
in identify verification (80%+ for other tests).

Tests take 5 minutes or less.
Results available usually within seconds.

Comparable to the cost of an integrity test,
but far more reliable.

How TruthDetect Works

Types of TruthDetect Tests

Deceptive individuals use cognitive resources to inhibit the truth, fabricate the lie, and
maintain the lie’s consistency, coherence and believability over time. By quickly answering a
series of yes/no or form-based questions via a web browser or mobile device, TruthDetect
— based on scientifically validated models — measures the validity of responses.
TruthDetect is completely automated, meaning there’s no need for a trained examiner.
Plus, there are no invasive wires or sensors. Your expenses, staff hours and risk are all
substantially reduced. Verifying the information you receive from individuals is now more
streamlined than ever.
TruthDetect includes a simple, yet powerful, API that provides flexible integration with
existing processes, enabling customers to automate tests.
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> Identity verification
> Insurance claim fraud
> Unauthorized transactions
> Previous criminal behavior
* The Employee Polygraph Protection Act (EPPA) prohibits using lie detectors like
TruthDetect for hiring in private companies. However, federal, state and municipal
government employees or contractors may be tested. Private companies such
as insurance companies could use TruthDetect to test customers, but not their
employees.
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